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Abstract. The results presented in this paper were inspired by the work of Smyth, who showed 
that there is a largest Cartesian closed full subcategory inside the category of countably base: 
algebraic cpos with least element, namely the category oi profinite domains. Removing the 
countability condition, we show that there are exactly two maximal Cartesian closed full sub- 
categories inside the category of algebraic cpos with least Aement. One is the natural extension 
of the class of profinite domains to the uncountable case, the other is a new class of domains, 
which are characterized by the property that every principal ideal is a complete lattice. The name 
L-domain is introduced for cpos with this property. Passing to the general situation where no 
least element is required anymore, we find a pair of categories in place of each the profinite 
domains and the algebraic L-domains. Thus there are four maximal Cartesian closed categories 
of algebraic cpos in this case. This complete overview over the possiblt classes of domains allows 
to prove general theorems about them. This is illustrated by the result that a cpo has an algebraic 
function space if and only if its space of strict continuous functions is algebraic. 
1. uctiow 
It is well known that for an algebraic cpo D the space [D + D] of continuous 
functions from D into itself is not necessarily algebraic again. What can be said 
about an algebraic cpo D for which the function space is ir2deed algebraic? This 
question was nswered by Smyth in 1983 [8] for cpos with a least element and a 
countable base, and by the author for countably based algebraic cpos with no least 
element assumed. It was proved that algebraicity of the function space implies 
profiniteness of the domain- 
In this note we remove the requirement that the base of the function space should 
be countable. Surprisingly, we obtain a nice and complete answer for this more 
general situation. If a cpo D has a least element and the funct I 
is algebraic then D is profinite or D is an algebraic L-domain. ere an L-domain 
is a cpo such that every principal ideal &x is a complete lattice. 
If we do not assume a least element, both the 
class of algebraic L-do ains divide into two ext 
of arbitrary disjoint unions of domains wi 
is the class of cpos w 
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along a finite poset. This will be made precise in Section 4. We prove that every 
Cartesian closed full subcategory of the class of algebraic cpos is contained in one 
of the four described classes. As in [4], the second-order function space plays a 
role for cpos without least element. This time we can give an example showing that 
it cannot be replaced by the ordinary function space. 
Section 2 gives some of the basic definitions and states Smyth’s Theorem. The 
reader, who wants a motivation for these definitions and the proofs, should consult 
[I, 7,5,3]. In Section 3 we are cc:iscerned with cpos which have a least element, in 
Section 4 we treat the more general case of cpos without least clement. 
The concept of L-domains also yields nice results for continuous cpos but we 
have to delay the presentation of these to a future note. 
A subset A of a partially ordered set D is directed (jiltered) if it is nonempty 
and every pair of elements of A has an upper (lower) bound in A. A poset D is 
complete (is a cpo) if every directed subset A of D has a least upper bound VT r), 
in D. In the following the notation a = VT A should be read as an abbreviation for 
the statement that A is a directed set for which the supremum exists ancii equals a. 
A directed set A which is also downward clossd (i.e. A = JA = {x E D 13~ E A: x s y}) 
is called ideal. Dually, a filtered upward closed set is called Jilter. An elenlent x of 
a cpo D is compact if whenever A E D is directed and x < vr .A then x s y for soxe 
y E A. We denote the set ot‘ compact elements of a cpo D by B(D) (the buse of L)). 
A cpo D is algebraic if every element of D is the sl*premum of a directed set of 
compact elements. If in addition the base of D is countable then D is said to be 
o-algebraic. We illustrate these concepts with the following proposition, which will 
come in handy later on. 
osition 2.1. A cpo D is a!gebraic if and only if &x is algebraic for all x E D. 
Furthermore, for an algebraic cpo D the following holds: B(D) = U,, D B(Jx). 
roof. For the “if’‘-part asstime that all principal ideals in D are algebraic cpos. 
Let x be an element of D and let c be a compact element of Jx. We show that c is 
also globally compact. that is, x E B(C). If (yi)iE 1 is a directed family of elements 
in D and if V:, , J’i = y 2 c then c belongs also to Jy and in this algebraic cpo it 
equals the supremum of a directed set of compact (in the “Jy-sense”) efclrnents 
( 4j.icJ. These elements in turn do belong to .ix and here c is a compact element, 
SO one dj equals c. Going back to JV we learn that c is in fact equal to 9 cornpart 
element of this cpo. Therefore one bf the element (yi)ic 1 must lie abo-de c. 
Any element x of D is the supremum of a directed set of compact elements in 
ix and we just showed that all these elements are compact also in D, therefore D 
is an algebraic cpo. 
Every globally compact ele ent is also locally compact, so t 
trivial. IJ 
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A function f from a cpo into a cpo E is continuous if for every directed subset 
A of D the equation .f(V ) = Vf f(A) holds. It is a fact that every continuous 
function is automatically monotone. The term “continuous” is justified by the 
observation that every cpo D carries a topology a(D) (the Scott-topology), which 
makes these functions into continuous ones in the topological sense. The closed 
sets of a(D) are those downward closed subsets C of D which contain the supremum 
Vf A for each directed set A c C. The algebraic cpos with continuous 
functions as arrows is denoted by A respectively. 
The set of all continuous functions from D to E ib denoted by [D --) E]. Ordered 
pointwise this is again a complete partial order. A compact element of [D+ E] is 
also called a compact funcrion. The reader may like to check the following. 
osition 2.2. Let d be a compact element of a cpo D and e be a compact element 
of a cpo E with least e!ement 1. Then the following is a compact element of the funclion 
space [D+ E]: 
d \ e(x) = 
e if xad, 
I otherwise. 
Unfortunately the function space need not be algebraic even if both D and E 
are. For that reason from the very beginnin g of domain theory subcategories of 
ALG were studied, in which the function space of two objects was again in the 
same category. This was expressed by the requirement that a category of domains 
should be Cartesian closed. (For a formal definition see [ 11; for a discussion of this 
concept in a larger framework see [6].) Since the category @ of all cpos is 
Cartesian closed, a subcategory C of CY is r=artesian closed if it contains a termin 
object and if the Cartesian product D x E and the function space [D + E] are in 
whenever D and E are objects in C. 
In this note we deal with the problem of what Cartesian closed full subcategories 
there are in AK. In 1983, Smyth gave an answer to this question for the category 
LG,, where The objects are countably based algebraic cpos with a least element 
1. 
Theorem 2.3 (Smyth [8]). Every Cartesian sed fuD subcategory oJf w-A 
contained in the (Cartesian closed ) category o of countably based projnite d 
A profinite domain is an algebraic cpo D with least element for which the set of 
continuous idempotent functions Js idl, with finite image is directe 
supremum is equal to id,. These functions will play a role later c 
the name deflation fo 
with a subset A of B( 
finite subsets of A. An eleme 
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elements of A which lie below x. More formally we define 
U”(A) = A, 
U”+‘( J4) = (x t D 1 x is a minimal upper bound 
for some finite subset of U”( 
U”(A)= b U”(A). 
nEWI 
For this idea to work we need that for every upper bound x of a finite set 
compact elements there is a minimal upper bound y of B below x. We say th 
algebraic cpo D has property m if this is the case. The set of al! minimal upper 
bounds of B we denote by mub(B). 
We .lote that the operator U” is defined for arbitrary subsets of arbitrary partially 
owever, in an algebraic cpo D a minimal upper boun 
elements is again compact, and therefore U”(A) is contained in 
(D) if A consists of compact elements only. This is lneeded for the proof of the 
following. 
Let D be an algebraic cpo with property m. For each subset A of 
B(D) the function f : D + D with 
f(x) = Vf (e E U”(A) 1 e c x} 
is idempotent, continuous, and below the identity on D. 
We leave the (easy) proof to the reader. (It can also be found in [3,5].) As we 
need functions with finite image we certainly like to have that U”(A) is finite 
whenever A is a finite subset of B(D). The following theorem shows that this is 
enough to ensure profiniteness. 
(Plotkin [5]). An algebraic cpo D with least element is projnite if and 
only if D has property m and U”(A) is jinite for all Jiniro s?fbsets A of B( D). 
For a proof see [5,3]. It remains to explain the name “profinite” for these partially 
ordered sets. The answer is that profinite domains can be thought of (and actually 
were first define as) inverse limits of finite posets. For a discussion of this see [5,3]. 
We start off with an analysis of Smyth’s proof of Theorem 2.3. Smyth 
lgebraic cpo D with an o-algebraic function space [D + D] must be 
w that in a full subcategory of 
e the cartesian 
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Fig. 1. An algebraic cpo which dces not have property m. 
For the first part he izes the intrinsic characterization of profinit omains as 
given by Theorem 2.5. shows that the function space of D canno algebraic 
if D does not have propesry m. Thus, subsets looking like the poset in Fig. I cannot 
occur, In fact, in [4] the current author showed the following. 
If D is a cpo with an algebraic function space [D + D], then D is 
algebraic and has infima for Jiltered sets. 
We shall call cpos D in which infima for filtered sets exist, hicomplete. If C is 
bicomplete then Wp is also a cpo. 
In a second lemma Smyth proves that if an algebraic cpo D with property m has 
a pair of compact elements, for which there are infinitely many minimal upper 
bounds, then the function space will not be countably based. This shows that 
subposets lookinq like the one in Fig. 2 will not occur. Finally he shows that with 
the properties gcaranteed by the first two lemmas each finite subset A of B(D) 
must yield a finite set U”(A). This rules out a third kind of posets as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. This part was also generalized in [4], where it was shown that a compact 
element of [D --) D] maps each element of D onto 3 compact element. 
The results ir this section emerged from a closer analysis of the example in Fig. 
2. By actually calculating the function space we found that although there are 
uncountably many compact elements in the function space, this c o is still algebraic. 
But adding just one element as in Fig. 4 the algebraicity of the function space is 
destroyed. This can be seen as follows. Consider the map g, which maps a onto 
___ 
Fig. 2. An algebraic cpo with infinitely many minimal u er bounds <or a pair of compact elements. 
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a b 
Fig. 3. An algebraic cpo for which Ur{a, b} is infinite. 
Fig. 4. An algebraic rpo for which the function space is not algebraic. 
a, b onto b, _L onto J. and everything else onto y. This function should be compact 
since it is a minimal upper bound of the compact functions a \ a and b \ b. On 
the other hand, for a finite subset A of mub{a, 6) we define the %nction fA by 
e if e E {I, a, b, z), 
ii(e) = z if eEA, 
x otherwise. 
If we let A range over all finite subsets of mub{a, b}, we obtain a directed family 
of functions, whose supremum is above g although no function .fA is above g. 
A cpo D with least element is called an L-domain if for all x E D 
the principal ideal \Ix is a complete lattice. It is called algebraic L-domain if it is 
also an algebraic ~po. (By Proposition 2.1 this is the case if rand only if ea. . Ideal 
ix is an algebraic lattice.) The corresponding categories are denoted by and 
9 respectively. 
ose 
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3.3. Let D b2 an L-domain. 
) If A is a subset of and x and y are comparable elements above A, tken the 
formed in ix is the same as the supremum formed in Jy. 
bounded nonempty subse of D then the (global) injimum of A exa’sts. 
(iii) Every ideal in 
rocf. (i) Let As x G y and let a be the supremum of A in .Jy. Each element of ix 
belongs also to &y and so an upper bound of A in $x must be greater than or equal 
to a. I-Ience a is also the supremum of A in ix. 
(ii) Let A be bounded by x E D and let a be the infimum of A formed in 4x. 
Since A is nonempty every lower bound of A belongs to ix and is thus below a. 
(ii) In an ideal. every pair a, b of elements is bounded. So by (ii) their global 
infimum exists. The supremum of a and b can be formed in any set J,x for x an 
upper bound of {a, b} in the ideal. IQ (i) this does not depend on the choice of the 
upper bound. Cl 
For a cpo 0 with least element, the following are equivalent: 
(i) D is an L-domain. 
(ii) For each upper bound x of a subset A of D there is a unique minimal upper 
bound of A below x. 
(iii) D has property m and for all subsets A of D, U’(A) = U’(A). 
If D is algebraic then equivalent are: 
(iv) D is an algebraic L-domain. 
(v) For each x E D the set ix A B(D) is a v -semilattice wiEh smallest element 
(vi) For each upper bound x of a finite subset A of B( D) there is a unique minimal 
upper bound of A below x. 
(vii) I%- ea. h upper bound x of a pair of compact elements there is a unique minimal 
upper bouna. below x. 
(iii) The bafr of D has property m and for all finite subsets A of B(D), v”(A) = 
U’(A). 
roof. (i)=+(u). For x 2 A form the supremum of A in the complete lattice ix. 
(ii;*(iii). Let x be a minimal upper bound of a finite subset B of U’(A). To 
simp!ify notation we assume that A is conta’ d in ix. Each element b of B is a 
minimal upper bo,._ 14 for some finite subset of A. Since x 2 b the element b is 
the unique minimal upper bound min,+(x) of A,, below x. Observe that min&) 3 
minA,(x) whenever A2 is contained in A,. So for ’ = Uhi r? 4, the eleme min,,(x) 
is above ail &~~nts of B and since x was a m er bound of it equals 
minAP(x) and was contained in U’(A) already. 
(iii)+(i). Let x be an element of D an 
m there is a minimal er bound a of 
minimal upper bound u 
be a 
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u’(A), so U*(A)\ U ( ’ A) is ncncmpty, contradicting (iii). Thus we have shown that 
inside JJC suprema of finite sets exist. We also have suprema for directed sets, so 
$x is a complete lattice 
For the rest of the proof assume that D is an algebraic cpo. The im 
(iv)*(v)*(vi)=+(vii)*(viii)*(ii) are proved as in the nonalgebraic case. 
(Observe that in an algebraic cpo a minimal upper bound of a finite set of compact 
elements is again compact.) 
We prove (v)+(iv). Let x be an upper bound of an arbitrary subset A of ix. By 
(v) the set u,, A B( La) generat zs a v -subsemilattice BA in the v -semilattice 
ix n B(D). In particular, DA is directed and the supremum a = \df BA is the 
supremum for A in $x. Cl 
Trhe categories and L are cartesian closed. In addition, injnite 
products exist in both categories. 
roof. Clearly the one-point domain is an algebraic L-domain and serves as a 
terminal object in both L om and L. It is also easy to see that the Cartesian product 
of a set of (algebraic) L-domains is again an (algebraic) L-domain. ( Note that 
compact elements in an infinite product are those vectors, for which all compoflents 
are compact and almost all components are equal to the respective bottom element,) 
As for the proof that [D+ E] is again an L-domain, let A be any collecticn of 
functions from D to E bounded by a function$ We define g(x) = VaEA G(X), where 
the supremum on the right is taken in the complete lattice &J(x). It is clear that g 
is the supremum of A inside J.-f provided g is continuous. 
(Note that by Proposition 3.3 all suprema may be taken in the complete lattice 
&f(v:E, xi).) Now let D and E be algebraic. Using Proposition 2.2 we find that 
every function f from D to E is the supremum of compact functions of the form 
6~ \ b. It remains to show that the set of compact functions below f is directed. But 
this is also clear since if is a complete lattice and the supremum of finitely many 
compact elements in a lattice is again compact. Proposition 2.1 tells us that compact 
elements of if are also globally compact. 0 
Let D and E be cpos with least element and algebraic jknction space. If 
in addition [ D + E] is algebraic thera D is projinite or E is an &ebraic k-domain. 
of. By Theorem 3.1 both D and E are algebraic cpos and their bases have 
orem 3.4(vii) there exists c in E 
ts such that there are at least two minimal 
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is finite. indeed, if we have a pair {x,, x2} such that m&(x,, x2} is infinite then we 
can define g: D+ E by 
I if e?x,,e9xz, 
g(e) = 
a, if 4sx,,e?xxz, 
a, if ePxX1,eax,, 
6, if eax,, e>x,. 
Since [D-, E] is algebraic, g, as a minimal upper bound of the compact functions 
x1 \+ a, and xz \ a2, should be compact, but arguing as for the example in Fig. 4 
above, we find a family of functions f,I, A a finite subset of m&(x,, x-J1 whose 
supremum is above g although no fA itself is above g. fA is defined here by 
I 
_L if e?xl,e9xXZ, 
a, if eax,,e9xX2, 
.L(e)= a2 if esx,, eZx2, 
I 
hz if e E mub(x,, x2}\A, 
c otherwise. 
Having thus proved property M for B(D) we can proceed to show that U”(A) is 
a finite set for each finite subset A of B(D). This was done already in [8]. Cl 
Cerdiary 3.7. If D is a cpo with least element and if [D + D] is algebraic, then i) 
is an algebraic L-domain or projkite. 
G, contains exactly two maximal fui! subcategories 
roof. In [8; i; is shown that in a cartcsian closed full subcategory 
exponential object musi be the space of Scott-continuous functions. 
3.7 any object of C belongs to or to L. Lemma 3.6 shows that we cannot have an 
\I, and an object E of together in C. This proves that C must 
be contained in ? or in IL. These two categories are also not contained in each other: 
Fig. 2 shows a GPO belonging to L\ , Fig. 5 a cpo belonging to 
For cpos with least elements one also considers functions which preserve the 
bottom element. Usually these are called strict functions. The space [D 23 E] of all 
strict functions is again a cpo. The reader may check for imself that the strict 
function space of algebraic L-domains D and E is again an algebraic L-domain 
and that Lemma 3.6 holds true, if we replace [ =+E]by[W+E]. 
the following. 
with least element the fo 
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It seems appr riate to study the intersection of and is the cartesian 
closeJ category of profinite L-domains. We find that contains all bounded 
complete algebraic cpos, which are the “domains” in Scott’s sense in i7j 
also contains some ape cpos. Figure 5 with the top element removed s 
example. This category was considered in [3] already. t was called the category of 
“short domains” there and Cartesian cllosedness was proved. Gunter used characteriz- 
ation (viii) from Theorem 3.4. 
Recently, Gunter observed that L-do dins are the poset version of “categories 
of embeddings”, a concept developed by Coquand in [2]. 
Fig. 5. A (pro-)finite domain, which is not an L-domain. 
One way to pass from domains with a least element to those without a least 
element is to take disjoint unions. 
.i. A cpo D for which every connected component belongs to 
L-domain (union of L-domains). A cpo D for which every co 
is called a UP-domain (union of profinite domains). The corresponding 
The category of algebraic UL-domains 
2. ?ihe categories are Cartesian closed. 
The one-point domain is contained in all three categories under consideration 
and serves as a terminal object. If D, E are UL-domains and consist of components 
iC I then their product has the components (Dj x E;)cj.;,,.\,r and thus 
The function space can be witten as a disjoint union 
-domain. 
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domains. 
and indeed form maximal Cartesian closed full 
But this cannot be the whole story as the class of all finite 
clearly Cartesian closed but not contained in one of the 
The following lemma indicates where to look for more 
. Let and E be cpos with an algebraic function space. If [D + E ] is 
algebraic then either all principal .§cott-open Jilters Id in D are proJinite or all principal 
Scott-open jilters te in E are L-domains. 
roof. For an element d E D the principal filter Td is Scott-open if and only if d 
is compact. Let d be compact in 0, e be compact in E. There is a continuous 




Each function f from D to E can be retracted onto a function from Td to ‘: 2. The 
(continuous) retraction Rdr on [D + E] is given by Rae(f) = r, oflrd, the embedding 
&,e by 
&,e(fW = f(x’ i x>d e oftherw;se . 
We show that the function space [t d + f e] is again an algebraic ~po: if f is an 
element of [Td --, Te] then E,,,(f) is an element of [ D-, E]. By algebraicity, &Jj’) 
is the limit 4 a directed family of compact functions (gi);t , . Since e is compact, 
we may assume that all gi map d above e, hence Ed,, 0 R,,(gi) 2 gi hoids for all 
i E I. The functions R4J g; ), i E I, are compact in [Td + t e]: if (J;)j,, is a directed 
family of functions with supremum above R2 .(g,) then \/lC J E,,,(J) 3 , 
Ed,e 0 Rd,Jgi) 2 g, implies the existence of an index jO, such that E&&) 3 gj and 
.I;0 = Ri., O E+i 60) 3 Rd ,( gi). So the functions Rde( g,), i E I, form a directed family , 
of compact functions whose limit equals J 
By the same argument we see that [Td + Td] and [fe + re] are algebraic. SO 
Lemma 3.6 tells us that either all principal Scott-open filters in D are profinite or 
all principal Scott-open filters in E are L-doma+. q 
Let D be a cpo with an algebraic franc iion space 
cott-open jilters I‘d are prqjinite or they are all 
t is not enough to as for well behave 
exclude pztholoeies like the ones illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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II: 
/A 
d \o 0 0 --_ 
Fig. 6. Algebraic cpos in which every filter is a lattice, but which do not have an algebraic function space. 
nition 4.5. Let D be a cpo. The set U”(0) is called root of D. We denote it by 
rt( D). The cpo is called well rooted if the root of D is finite, consists of compact 
elements and if below each element of D there is a largest root element. 
6, A cpo D is well rooted if and only if there is a deflation on D. 
roof. For the “if’‘-part assume the existence of a defiation f on CD. _4n element of 
the root of D must be mapped onto itself byf so the root is finite. In fact, the root 
of D and the root off(D) coincide. Therefore an arbitrary element x of D is above 
f(x), which in turn is above a largest element of rt(f( D)) = rt( D). Let x E 1 t(D) and 
let (yi)ic, be a directed family of elements such that ViE ,yi 3 X. Then j/!G, f(yi) = 
f (Vi,, yi) af(x) = x. Since the image of f is finite there is an index iO such that 
f(.Yi,J = Vl’, 1 f(yi) and we have _Yio *.f(yio) 3 x. So the elements of rt( D) are compact. 
For the converse, assume that D is well rooted. Then mapping each element of 
D onto the largest root element below it, is a continuous function, which is below 
the identity and which has the root of D as image. Hence it is a deflation. q 
e have the following analogue to Proposition 4.6. 
ositio 3. A well rooted cpo D is afgebraic, ifand onZy ifeach principavl Scot t-open 
jilter in D is algebraic. 
It suffices to note thr+ the principal filters TN, m E rt( D j, are Scott-open 
becauie of the compactness of zn and that together they cover D. Kl 
which is well rooted and in which every principal Scott-open 
leer is profin’ite, is called an FP-domain. P, cpo D which is well rooted and in which 
main. The 
e category 
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The category can be described alternatively, 
PI IT-domain if and only ij the set G of dejhtions on D is 
equals the identity .f’unction idD. 
roof. For the “if’‘-pa note that in particular G is nonempty and so E) is well 
rooted by Proposition .6. Let c be a compact element in D and consider the 
Scott-open filter Tc. By assumption there is a deflation g E 6 which fixes c an5 
maps T c into itself. The deflations above g form a directed set of deflation if restricted 
to J’c. Therefore tc is profinite. 
We prove the other direction by using the iY” operator for constructing deflations. 
First of all, it is clear that D is algebraic, because any element which is compact 
in some open filter is also globally compact. D is also bicompiete: let (x&, be a 
downward directed set of elements of D. Let g be the retraction onto the root of 
D as constructed in Proposition 4.6. The set (g(Xi))ic I is filtered in a finite set, hence 
it has a least element g(Xi,). In the profinite domain Tg(Xi,) we can form the infimum 
x of (Xi)itl. If y is any lower bound of this set then g(y) d g(Xi,,) and the infimum 
of tXi)itd formed in tg(y) coincides with x. Hence y G x and x is a global infimum 
for (Xi)ic I. As remarked before, bicompleteneos implies property m. 
Let a, 6 be compact elements of D. We want to show that mub(a, b} is also finite. 
Assume the contrary. Let m,, mh be minimal elements of D such that m, s a, mh s b. 
There are only finitely many minimal upper bounds of { a($, rnh] since the root of 
D is finite. Therefore there is a minimal upper bound c of {m,, mh > such that 
infinitely many clzments of mub(+ 6) are above c. If c is below both a and b, we 
obtain a contradiction to the profiniteness of tc. If c g a then there are finitely many 
minimal upper bounds of {c, a} in Tm,. One of them, call it d, is below infinitely 
many elements of mub(a, b). These elements are also minimal upper bounds of 
{d, b} and this contraoicts the profiniteness of tm,+ 
Let A be a finiee subset of B(D). We want to show that U”(A) is finite. Assume 
the contrary; WG may then choose A to be minimal in the sense that every proper 
subset B of A generates a finite set U”(B). Still, A cannot be the empty set, because 
we assumed a tinite root. Let a be any element of A. The set U”(A\{ a}) is finite 
and certainly we have 
U’=(A) = U”‘( U”‘( A\{ a}) u (a)). 
Let B=(xE D[z k ,r:ah(~, y), y E U”(i;\(a})). V/e have that 
therefore U”(B) is infinite. But all of is above a and t is contradicts the 
ic CPt Dives us .J “_. c) 
ete. I-j 
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Theorem 4.9 shows that our FP-domains are exactly the “profinite domains” in 
the sense of [3]. (Actually, it seems that the fact that FP-domains have the same 
characterization as profinite domains obscured the general method of passing from 
domains with a least element to those without.) The category of FP-domains is 
Cartesian closed; this was proved in [3]. 
The cutegories FL we cartesian closed. 
roof. There is no difficulty with the terminal object and Cartesian products. For 
the function space of t;No FL-domains D and E first note that [D + E] is again 
well rooted: if fu : D + D and fE : E -p E are deflations, then the operator F: [D + 
E] + [D + E], which maps each function f onto the functionf, +_f’, is 2 deflation 
on [D+ E]. 
Let g be a minimal, hence compact element of [D + E]. We show that rg is an 
L-domain. Let f be an element of tg and let ( ha)oCA be any collection of functions 
abc-;z - -- 6 ti,,d belowJ: We define h : D+ E by h(x) = VacA h,(x), wherie the supremum 
is taken in the complete lattice [g(x), f(x)]. It is a continuous function: 
We use the associativity of the infinite join operation in the complete lattice 
[g(xi,,),.ftV~c, xi)], where i. is any index in !. This proves Cartesian closedne?s for 
Ldom. 
If D and E are also algebraic then we show that tg is also algebraic. By Proposition 
4.7, this ensures the algebraicity of [D-, E]. Let f be any function in l’g and let d 
be compact in D. It was shown in [4] that g(d) is compact in E. By the algebraicity 
of E, there exists a compact element e in E, such that g(d) c e sf(d) holds. We 
define a function d \ e: D -+ E by 
d L e=A{hE[g,f]Je~h(d)). 
Here the infimum is taken in the lattice [g, f]. (Note that for cpos with a least 
ement this definition of d L e coincides with the one given in Proposition 2.2.) 
The function d \ e does not necessarily map d onto e but since D is algebraic we 
may form the infimum pointwise on the compact elements and therefore d \ e(d) 
is clearly above e. This function is a compact element of [D + E]: if (J;)ic 1 is a 
directed family of functions fr [g,f] such that VT, ,f; 3 d \ 4 then by the 
compactness of e there exists i. uch that f;,,(d) 3 e. This implies that A,, 2 d L e. 
It is clear that f’ is the supremum of all functions of the form d \ e and in a 
lattice this shows algebraicity as the supremum rf a finite set of compact elements 
is again compact. U 
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. Theorem 3.1 tells us that l?, [D + D], and E are algebraic and bicomplete. 
Hence in all three instances the root consists of compact elements and below each 
element there is at least one root element. Suppose the root of D is infinite. We 
want tn show that In this case no two minima’i elements of E have a common upper 
bound. Assume the contrary: 6 2 pn,, b 2 m2 where mi, m, are minimal elements of 
E. For each element d of the root of D we define the retraction rd : D + D by 
C,(X) = 
(x ifxsd 
I d otherwise. 
Jt is easily shown by induction that every monotone function below rCf still maps d 
onto itself. If d f d’ we have d sf d’ or d’s d. Without loss of generality assume 
d 6 d’. For any function f below rd we then obtain &f(d) = r,/(d) = d $ d’= r&d) 
and therefore j’s rde. This proves that two retractions Q, rd, with d f d’ have no 
common lower bound in [D + D]., hence the set M of minimal elements in [D + D] 
is infinite. 
Tk function c,,, : [D + D] + E, which maps all elements of [D + D] onto m, is 
minimal in [[D + D] + E] and should therefore be compact. But for any finite subset 
4 of M we can define a function FA : [D + D] + E by 
CI(f) = 
b iffag with gcA, 
m2 otherwise. 
None of the functions FA lies above c,,,, but their supremum equals ch 3 c,,~, contra- 
dicting the compactness of c,,,, . q 
Corollary 4.12. Let D be a cpo with an algebraic second-order function space [[D + 
D] + [D + D]]. Then & is well rooted or D is the disjoint union 09‘ cpos Gth a hst 
element. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.11 we have that D has a finite root or [D+ D] consists of 
connected components, each with a least element. In the first case Theore-m 3.1 tells 
us that D is incleed well rooted. In the second case each connected component of 
D itself must have a least element. G 
Theorem 4.13. If D is a cpo and [[D + D] + [D --) D]] is algebraic then D belongs 
roof. From Corollary 4.12 we have that either D I,, ‘c well rooted or consists of a 
disjoint union of cpos with a least element. Lemma 4.3 tells us that in any case 
either every principal er is a profini 
is well rooted 
the other case D belongs to 
Note that in the preceding theorem 
ace. 
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Fig. 7. A cpo with an algebraic function space which is not contained in any Cartesian closed subcategory 
of ALG. 
is algebraic but [[D 
any of the categories 
not. Consequently, D is not contained in 
of algebraic cpos contains exactly four rrnuimal 
11 subcategories : W, Every. Cartesian chxl full 
G is contained in one 
UP: 
FP: 
Fig. 8. C’pos which [ire cormeained in exactly one of the categories 
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L 
Fig. 9. The maximal cartesian closed subcategories of AILG and their intersections. 
roof. From [8] and [4] we read that in a Cartesian closed full subcategory 
the terminai object ‘s isomorphic to the one-point domain, the categoricas 
product is isomorphic to the Cartesian product and the exponential object is isomor- 
phic to the space of Scott-continuous functions. In particular, the function spaces 
[l?+Dl_[E-+E],[D*E], and [E+D] for E, and E in must be algebraic. We 
apply Lemma 4.3 and obtain that either all principal Ott-open filters of D and E 
are profinite domains or they are all L-domains. So is completely contained in 
On the other hand, Lemma 4.11 tells us that if there exists a domain D in C with 
an infinite root, then there cannot be a second cpo E in , which has two distinct 
minimal element common upper bound. Th C is completely contained in 
is completely contained in at 
least one of the categories LJ 
Separating examples are given in Fig. 8, which show that none of the categories 
is contained in the union of the other three. Cl 
Intersecting pair of the maximal subcategories we obtain the diagram shown in 
Fig. 9. (In naming the nodes we used the letter to denote cpos consisting of finitely 
many components, each with a least element.) 
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